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Journey with the author on a forty-two day quest to unearth the amazing goodness of God which

lies hidden in the original Hebrew language of the Old Testament. Along the way, you will discover...

His merciful forgiveness His intimate love His powerful protection And so much more!
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James Revoir has been walking with the Lord since 1985 and has experienced the manifold

goodness of God all along the way. James fell in love with the Hebrew language during his

seminary experience at Oral Roberts University, where he completed his Master of Divinity in 2008.

This book is awesome. While I read I had my bible next to me to continue reading the scriptures. It

helped me greatly.

I often read Scripture and that's about all I do with it. Sometimes, I even skim through it, not really

taking it in, because I've read it before. I think that's because my mind is constantly trying to save

time, being busy with life's demands. Priceless Stones - James Revoir - 42 Days of Hebrew

Promises for Kingdom Living - Bible StudyWords on there own sometimes don't emphasize their

importance and true meaning. Having a devotional like Priceless Stones: 42 Days of Hebrew

Promises for Kingdom Living has changed this for me. Learning a little more about select words in a

given Scripture really helped me see the word, as well as the scripture in whole, for it's meaning and



intended message.Now, I will use my Strong's Concordance more often. I have a bulky one that I

used to verify the meanings provided for some of the words in this book. To make it easier, I will use

the one in BlueLetterBible.com in the future. Not as difficult to carry around!Each day's consists of

the `Hebrew word of the day', a piece of Scripture, and a short devotional. Following these, you'll be

encouraged to take it further with a prayer prompt, personalized declaration, and questions for you

to answer regarding the application of what you just read.When I first discovered this book, I thought

it might be a little too thick of a study for me as a working mom. I need short studies that I can fit in

each morning in between my shower and tending to our little guy, all before going to the day job.

However, I found it to be just right at 4-5 pages of interesting and convicting spiritual guidance each

day.It's really important to dig into God's Word, so that you'll really discover all it has to offer you as

a child of God. I encourage you to use this devotional or another similar Bible study to help you do

that digging!I received a copy of Priceless Stones: 42 Days of Hebrew Promises for Kingdom Living

from the publisher through BookCrash.com in exchange for my honest review.

No one just happens across priceless stones. Priceless stones are raw and buried. They must be

mined, cleaned, and polished. It's the best metaphor for my criticism of Mr. Revoir's book. There are

some priceless stones of incredible information in this book. It is evident that the author is very

intelligent. However, I had difficulty mining the gems from this work.It is difficult for me to be critical

of anyone who has written a book because I have never undertaken the task. However, it is as a

reader and not a fellow-author that I offer my personal review. While I found some of the content of

the book, specifically the insights into the Hebrew words, to be very interesting, I found myself

struggling to engage with the book.The book is written, almost in a devotional format. The subtitle is

"42 Days of Hebrew Promises for Kingdom Living." In each chapter, Revoir focuses on a different

Hebrew word or phrase and draws present application from the meaning of these ancient words.

Each chapter concludes with a prayer, a declaration, and reflective questions.I would personally rate

this book two of five stars. However, if you are looking for a devotional style book and you love to

study the Hebrew meaning of words, perhaps you should give it a try. It is my hope that Mr. Revoir

continues to spread the Christian faith by every means possible.Disclosure of Material: I received

this book free from the publisher through the BookCrash.com book review program, which requires

an honest, though not necessarily positive, review. The opinions I have expressed are my own. I am

disclosing this in accordance with the Federal Trade CommissionÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s CFR Title 16,

Part 255: ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“Guides Concerning the Use of Endorsements and Testimonials in

Advertising.ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â•



Read a chapter a day of this book and learn many important Hebrew words! It will deepen your

knowledge of God's Word...Personally, I found this book informative in ways, yet not incredibly

convicting or life-changing; yet perhaps you will gain from it more than I.Some things that bothered

me in this book where the following:The author desn't give the meaning of the Hebrew word of the

chapter until middle of chapter.Since I like systematic studies of- anything!- I found this book slightly

random as to the order in which the words are taught. However, that very relaxed style lends to

easy spontaneous reading, which is good for many people's busy schedules.Lastly, I don't

appreciate the prescribed prayers and especially declarations at the end of each chapter which are

meant for any reader to proclaim yet which cannot be true for every reader, that is certain.I thought

it was good how the author brought many real-life instances into the book which helped bring the

lessons on God's goodness or strength to life!the author's bio declares....''James has a passion to

invite the reader to not only be acquainted with, but to personally experience, the amazing,

incomprehensible, boundless love of God and to radically encounter Him on a deeply intimate level

to such an extent that the reader is never the same again. ''I received this book to review through

BookCrash...I was encouraged to express my full opinion. I would like to thank both BookCrash and

the publisher of this book for allowing me to read and share my thoughts.
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